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ABSTRACT

This is the final report for the Specialization Project, required for the Connective

Media Master program. This project was a two-person research project done

under the advice of a faculty member at Cornell Tech.

People’s online content choices should be driven by their intentions, but can be

greatly affected by online recommendation systems. Existing recommendation

systems mostly focus on promoting popular items and users’ historical records,

thus may bias users against their original intentions. To study the problem,

we launched a field study to compare the effects of intention-informed recom-

mendations with classical intention-agnostic systems in the context of YouTube

videos. We built a website to collect participants’ intended video categories,

recall video categories, and their opinions and usage of YouTube. We aim at

conducting an intervention study with different recommendation on control

and test group. The intervention is conducted with automatic emails contain-

ing videos of different categories, either intended categories suggested by the

participants or the categories recalled by them. By examining users’ responses

under different interventions, we could compare the effects of intention-aware

and unaware recommendations. As a reward for our participants, we also build

an interactive visualization platform for people to know better about their own

YouTube online data.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

People’s online content consumption is initially driven by their intentions. For

example, they search for YouTube videos they are interested in or select goods

on Amazon they want to buy. However, in reality, content choices can be greatly

affected by recommender systems. Existing recommendation systems mostly

focus on promoting popular items or users’ historical records, extending users’

dwelling time without taking users’ intentions and aspirations into consider-

ation. As a result, current trends and users’ short-term behavior can get re-

inforced by recommender systems, which may alter users’ original long-term

intentions. One crucial but under-explored question regarding recommender

systems is their relationship with users’ intentions. Previous studies mainly fo-

cus on what the users already chose instead of what they intend to choose. To

study this problem, we aim to conduct a field experiment to compare the ef-

fects of intention informed recommendations with classical intention agnostic

systems in the context of YouTube videos. We hope the results of this research

can offer new insights for increasing user experience and satisfaction of online

recommendation systems.

CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Intention of watching online videos

Despite the massive growth of online video production, consumption and shar-

ing, there has not been a comparable increase in understanding users’ intentions
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that drive them to online video platforms. This lack of knowledge is reflected

in the way that currently used video recommendation are not very mindful of

users’ intentions and aspirations.

According to study in [14], there are 9 major intentions for online video con-

sumers. The most common ones are: to be entertained and inspired (53%), to

relax or escape (28%), to learn something new (21%), to pursue a hobby or inter-

est (14%). Other studies related to online TV or online video usage conducted in

Finland [21] [18], the United States and the United Kingdom [28], Korea [6] and

Australia [22] show that there are significant in users’ intention due to cultural

and lifestyle reasons.

Lagger [15] conducted qualitative and quantitative studies using data of online

video watching behaviors on how they relate to users’ intentions. The study

demonstrates that online video consumers’ preference falls mostly on enter-

tainment categories such as ”Music” and ”Film & Animation”. However, they

mainly focuses on video searching and retrieval instead of video recommenda-

tion on video platforms.

2.2 Existing video recommendor system

Existing recommender methods can be categorized into three classes [1]:

content-based, collaborative filtering-based (CF), and hybrid. Content-based

methods [17] recommend items to users based on the content similarities be-

tween the user profile and item contents. CF-based methods [4], [32] measure

the behavior similarities between the users or items. Hybrid methods [2] [12] try

to combine the best of both approaches and have gained increasing popularity
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in recent years [29] [30] [35]. There are also other new approaches, like utilizing

rich contents[8] , which are made up of audios [3], scenes[20] and motions[31]

from videos themselves, and social connections and groups[25]. YouTube is one

of the first companies to deploy production-level deep neural networks for rec-

ommender systems. Covington et al.[5] demonstrate a two-stage information

retrieval approach, where one network generates recommendations, and a sec-

ond network ranks these generated recommendations. The objective of ranking

network is to maximize the expected watch time for any given recommendation.

However, extending users time on the platform may go against users’ original

intention. We want to quantitatively study a video recommender that aligns

with users’ intentions instead of extending users’ stay as much as possible.

2.3 Effect of recommendation on video consumption

Recommendation was shown to be a driving factor to increase traffic, user en-

gagement and dwelling time on video platforms [19]. As video platform be-

comes a critical information source, there are concerns about how recommen-

dation may affect users’ behaviors and society structure [7, 23, 24], like the filter

bubble [16] and polarization problem [13].

There are increasing recognition and interests in taking other factors into rec-

ommendation, such as diversity [11, 34], fairness[9], novelty[26], sustainability

[27], and unbiasedness [33]. There is also an urge in video platform to set rec-

ommendation goals other than simply prolonging users’ dwelling time. These

enable recommendations to consider different user needs and aspirations.

However, little research has been done on the relationship between recommen-

dations’ effects and users’ long-term goals. So we propose to study the recom-
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mendations’ effects with users’ original intentions and long-term goal actualiza-

tion, which can provide insights for future user-centric recommendation system

design [10].

CHAPTER 3

METHOD

3.1 Intervention study design

As reviewed in the related work, most recommendation system designs

were evaluated against intention-agnostic metrics, such as click-through rate,

dwelling time, etc., which do not answer the questions of how these systems

alter users’ choices from what they might have chosen, and how much of users’

intentions were satisfied. We propose an intervention study that studies the ef-

fect of regular exposure to different videos based on different recommendation

priorities.

When participants sign up through our website (elaborated in the next section),

there is a survey collecting participants’ recall categories and intended cate-

gories. Recall categories are video categories that the participant recall they

have consumed. Intended categories are video categories that the participant

intends to consume. The video categories are defined by YouTube, reflecting

the major categories of videos on YouTube. They include 15 categories:

• Cars & vehicles;

• Comedy;

• Education;
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• Entertainment;

• Film & Animation;

• Gaming;

• How-to & Style;

• Music;

• News & Politics;

• Nonprofits & Activism;

• People & Blogs;

• Pets & Animals;

• Science & Technology;

• Sports;

• Travel & Events

The intervention of this study is regular exposure to most popular videos

from different categories delivered through emails. During the intervention pe-

riod, participants are divided into two groups: control and test. The participants

of the control group receive emails containing videos of recall categories; while

those of the test group received emails with videos of intended categories. Both

of the groups receive popular videos returned from YouTube data API without

adding additional features. The delivery frequency of the emails is the same:

randomly picking 30 days in a period of 60 days after one participant signs up.

All the emails are sent during a time slot in which the participants think they

are most likely to visit YouTube.

After the intervention period, we measure the effect of intention-award rec-

ommendations and control on users’ video consumption. The metric includes
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the overlap and discrepancy between each pair of the 3 sets: 1) intended cate-

gories, 2) recall categories, 3) consumed categories. Other metrics include par-

ticipant’s satisfaction with the videos they received from us and with the videos

they receive from YouTube. Based on the assumption that YouTube will adapt its

recommendation according to what the user is watching recently, more videos

of the delivered categories, intended categories for the test group and recall cat-

egories for the control group, will appear more often on YouTube.

3.2 Participant recruitment

3.2.1 Facebook Ads

We use Facebook Ads to recruit participants from the general public. It allows

us to reach a target audience of various preferences, backgrounds, etc. In order

to encourage participation, we offer to generate a personalized insight report

for each participant about their video consumption at the end of the study. We

also provide compensation for our participants. Given our limited budget, the

reward is lottery-based: based on participant’s engagement with our recom-

mendation, she/he will enter a lottery with the chance to receive an Amazon

gift card worth $50.

Having developed our recruitment strategy, we launched a conversion-

focused ad campaign for our website on Facebook (shown in Figure 3.1). We

set up Facebook Pixel to measure its effectiveness and keep track of the actions

our visitors take for the purpose of our website iteration and optimization.
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Figure 3.1: Facebook advertisement of recruitment

3.2.2 SONA

SONA is an experiment sign-up system used by Cornell to recruit experiment

participants among students. Students can get credit or other rewards by par-

ticipating the studies. After being approved by the system administration, our

study enters a pool that students can check and sign up. However, the down-

side of using SONA is that the participant may be biased since only Cornell

students can participate in the study through SONA.

CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION
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Figure 3.2: Our study on SONA system.

4.1 Onboarding website

We built a website (http://recstudy.smalldata.io) to support the par-

ticipant onboarding process. After a user clicks our recruiting advertisement,

she/he will be redirected to our landing page, where a detailed introduction of

our study is displayed, as shown in Figure 4.1. Once the user accepts our con-

sent form, she/he will be led to a Google authentication page where her/her

email address is collected for contact purposes. Authenticated users will then

be directed to an online survey, as shown in Figure 4.2. For the first round of

survey at the beginning of our study, they are asked to provide basic personal

information, their opinions about current YouTube recommendations, and their

preferences for receiving our emails. They also need to select their recall and

intended categories from the listed 15 options as mentioned in the “Interven-

tion Study Design” section above. One is considered an official participant of

the study only if she/he completes and submits all required information on our

website. Once the onboarding process finishes, participants will immediately

receive an email confirming their participation. We provide an opt-out option

for people to quit at any step along with the survey. No personal data will be
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Figure 4.1: Index page of the onboarding website.

collected and no email will be sent if one chooses to opt out during the process

or fails to complete the survey.

At first, we also included a takeout-upload step for people to upload their

YouTube watch history to our system during onboarding. But by tracking visi-

tors’ behaviors on our website, we soon noticed a lot of people drop out at this

step (probably because of their privacy concerns at the initial stage of partici-

pating in a study they are not yet familiar with, which will be elaborated in the

Recruitment Results). As a result, we removed the takeout-upload step from the

onboarding process and intend to only ask for it in the post-experiment survey.
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Figure 4.2: Questionnaire page of the onboarding website.
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4.2 Recommendation delivery

We use the Amazon Simple Email Service (ASE) to send the intervention emails.

The total number of emails sent is set to 30. 30 days are randomly sampled

among a time span of 60 days starting from the next day of sign-up. The po-

sition order of videos from categories is also randomized. The time is set to a

time slot suggested by the participant. Each email contains 5 videos in total.

One video will only be sent once for each participant. As explained in the sec-

tion of ”Intervention study design”, for the control group, the categories of the

delivered videos are the recall categories and for the test group, the categories

of the delivered videos are the intended categories.

Most of the videos are fetched from YouTube Data API. The API

we use is “video:list”(https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3/

docs/videos/list) which returns the most popular videos given by the cat-

egory specified. However, videos of 5 categories are not support this API. To

circumvent the problem, we collect the most related channels for each of the five

categories and filter the videos on these channels by its category. In this way,

we can have an updated pool of trending videos that meets the requirement of

the category. An sample email is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.3 Email monitor

During the intervention period, we track whether participants are actively en-

gaged. To be specific, if they don’t open the emails we send, the intervention

will be much weaker and we need to do some adjustments accordingly. AWS

provides the Amazon Simple Email Service with a monitor platform (shown in
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Figure 4.3: Delivery emails with video recommendations.

Figure 4.4) so that a label is attached to each email sent which makes it possible

for us to check whether the email is opened by the recipient. The portion of

opened emails is also related to the reward given to the participant.
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Figure 4.4: Email open monitor with Cloudwatch.

4.4 Interactive visualization plarform

With the YouTube Takeout file provided, the participant can use our interac-

tive insight platform to know about their watch history on YouTube. Although

YouTube takeout gives users access to their watch history on YouTube. How-

ever, the history is shown in a plain html format, hard to gain insights and

find hints. We use popular visualization libraries like d3.js and dc.js to build

an interactive visualization platform for the participants so that they can know

their frequency of visiting YouTube over time, what categories they consume,

what content they consume for any period/category. As shown in Figure 4.5,

the interactive platform includes the trend of one’s YouTube daily usage over

time, the distribution of different video categories, the comparison between

recall/intended categories and real consumption, and a word cloud based on

video tags. Since the report page is powered by dc.js, it’s highly interactive and

dynamic. For example, the participant can select a time frame, or certain cate-
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gories, to see the corresponding filtered results, as shown in Fig.4.6.

Figure 4.5: Interactive visualization of one’s YouTube watch history.

CHAPTER 5

RESULTS

5.1 Recruitment results

We set up a Facebook Ads campaign for our website with a target audience aged

from 18 to 45 located in the United States (excluding Alaska and Hawaii), and

all genders, demographics, interests, and behaviors included. After running the
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Figure 4.6: One can filter according to time span or categories.

campaign for 18 days from 10/22/2019 to 11/18/2019, our recruitment result is

shown in Table 5.1.
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Amount Spent $300

Reach 11460

Impressions 13791

Link Clicks 115

Complete Step1 (Personal Information) 47

Complete Step2 (Recall Categories) 46

Complete Step3 (Intended Categories) 45

Complete Step4 (Takeout Upload) 2

Number of Participants (with Takeout) 2

Number of Participants (without Takeout) 17

The Facebook ads click-through rate is around 1.0%. We had 115 visitors to

our website, among which 40.87% accepted the consent form and started filling

out the survey.

At first, we included a takeout-upload step in the process, where we asked

people to upload their YouTube Takeout data. It is noticed that most people

went all the way through step 1, 2 and 3, but quit at the final takeout-upload

step, resulting in a very low completion rate. This may be due to: 1) the takeout

file includes one’s YouTube watching history thus is more sensitive and private.

People have privacy and security concerns when first joining a study they may

not yet trust; 2) it requires extra effort for people to retrieve takeout files from

Google Takeout.

Having observed this, we removed the takeout upload step from the on-

boarding process and intend to only ask for it in the post-experiment survey. In

the end, we recruited 2 participants with takeout data uploaded and 17 without

takeout.
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5.2 Analysis of the sign-up survey

During the onboarding stage, participants are asked to fill in a questionnaire

about their usage and opinions of YouTube. In this section, we focus on the

analysis of the results obtained from this questionnaire. There are 19 partici-

pants in total.

5.2.1 Usage of YouTube

Regarding the reasons for visiting YouTube, we propose 6 major reasons and

ask the participants to select any number of items among them. The results are

shown in Figure 5.1. We can further group the reasons for three major categories

according to whether new information is gained and what kind of information

is gained:

• no intended information gain (‘Entertainment’ and ‘Kill time’),

• societal information gained (‘Watch news” and “Get trending informa-

tion”),

• information for personal goals gained (“Build skills” and “Explore new

topics”)

From the results shown in Figure 5.1, we can see that most participants go to

YouTube sometime simply for entertainment or killing time without intention

to receive new useful information. Actually, there are only 2 participants among

them that don’t choose ‘Entertainment’ or ‘Kill time’. 75% of the participants

have other purposes other than ‘Entertainment’ and ‘Kill time’. Especially, half
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of the participants think YouTube is a place where they can explore new topics

out of their existing knowledge coverage. Also, when the visiting frequency and

visiting purpose are compared together, we find that one with more purposes

tends to visit YouTube more often.

Figure 5.1: Distribution of reasons for visiting YouTube.

5.2.2 Opinions towards YouTube recommendations

Regarding the opinions towards YouTube recommendations, most people think

they are often relevant or are relevant in most cases (16 out of 19). According

to the responses, most people admit that the recommendation of YouTube does

a good job of recommending relevant videos with similar topics that they have

watched before or new videos from their subscribed channels. Also, 2 partic-
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ipants mention that they like YouTube recommendations because they some-

times recommend videos of new topics or help them reach new channels. On

the other hand, the most common reason that people don’t like YouTube’s rec-

ommendations is its repeatability. For example, one participant responds that

“(The YouTube recommendations are) too narrow, always recommend the same

categories or something I watched but no longer interested in.” In summary,

although YouTube is good at recommending videos that are closely related to

previously watched videos, many participants think that it lacks exploration

and does not do a good job of finding content that is both new and interesting.

5.2.3 Recall and intended categories

In the questionnaire, we also ask the participants what categories they recall

consuming recently (recall category set) and what they intend to consume (in-

tended category set). If we use Jaccard Similarity to measure the similarity be-

tween these two sets, the average Jaccard Similarity is 0.39, which shows a high

overlap between these two sets. However, it is worth noting that the size of

the intention category set is in most cases bigger than the recall category set,

suggesting that people generally intend to explore new topics outside of their

previous watch history.

CHAPTER 6

LIMITATIONS
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6.1 Recruitment size

As we underestimated the sensitivity of YouTube watch history data before

launching the recruitment, the number of participants is small (19 in total) so

that we can neither from the questionnaire or the intervention study to gain

statistically meaningful results.

6.2 Bias in the recruited participants

Since we introduce SONA as an important source of participant recruitment

and the people eligible to participate SONA’s research are all Cornell students,

so the recruited participants are biased in some attributes. For example, the

college student group may be more likely to watch videos from the “Education”

category and “Science and Technology” category. Also, they may have a higher

tendency towards topic exploration. In short, participants are not recruited in a

randomized way in terms of education level and age.

CHAPTER 7

FUTURE WORK

Due to the lack of time, many participants’ interventions are still ongoing to the

time that the report is written. We will continue the intervention study. Besides,

we will integrate our visualization tool to the small data lab’s visualization plat-

form which provides visualizations of different perspectives of an individual’s

online data stored with their Google account.
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